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As with all Family Action Agents teaching videos, learning and fun are our top priorities!
You have just purchased an excellent TOOL in helping your kids learn from the Word of God! Be sure to review the
video a few times so you are aware of how it is presented and to be comfortable in its presentation. In other words,
you want to have a sense of command and excitement that beams out of you while this experience is happening!
(Remember a tool does not take the place of you as a leader! It is there to enhance the gifting of talents God has
given to you in instructing your kids!)
The best advice is to think of yourself as a TV game show host! You will not just be playing a video and sitting back
waiting for your kids to respond, but will be right there with them in the moment and excitement that transpires.
Before starting the intro video, you will need to have 2 teams to compete with each other (example boys against girls).
Also, each child should have a Bible, whether they brought one or borrowed one from you. Next, tell your kids you
have a friend named “Billy Bob” who will tell them what they are about to do. Then, play the “Billy Bob Intro”.
Now, it is time to play a video for each scripture verse. Always be sure kids put their Bibles (swords) on top of their
heads for each Scripture Find. Remember, no one can start until they hear “GO FISH” from Billy Bob! Who ever stands
up first and has found the correct verse will receive 3000 points for their team!
Each SCRIPTURE FIND with Billy Bob goes quickly. We suggest doing at least 4 scriptures per session. Notice that
Billy Bob tells how all scripture has a “street name” (Bible book) and “a number” (verse) to its “house”. This is a great
way to to show that scripture is alive and living in the Word of God!

Remember to KNOCK IT OUT OF THE BALL PARK with this video game and your kids will be telling everyone
about the experience as well as asking when can they play again!
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